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ABSTRACT 
Rex-induced mitotic recombination was used to  determine whether nucleolus organizers can pair 

in both inverted and noninverted orientations. Two target chromosomes, each duplicated for  the 
rDNA region, were exposed to maternal Rex activity. Recombination in one orientation should yield 
deletion of the material between the two nucleolus organizers, recombination in the  other orientation 
should yield inversion of the same material. Both products were recovered from both  target chro- 
mosomes. The generality of  using  Rex-mediated recombination for analysis of the rDNA is considered. 

T HE ribosomal-RNA  cistrons  of Drosophila mela- 
nogaster are contained in clusters  located in the 

heterochromatin of the X chromosome and in the 
short  arm of the Y chromosome. Each  of the 130-300 
cistrons  comprising each of these nucleolus organizers 
contains coding regions for  the 18s and 28s ribo- 
somal-RNA subunits, a transcribed spacer, and non- 
transcribed spacers of varied lengths. A subset  of 
apparently nontranscribed 28s genes contains inser- 
tion elements (reviewed  in:  LONG and DAWID 1980). 
While  sequence-level structure of  individual  units is 
relatively easy to obtain with  today’s  technology, un- 
derstanding of the large scale organization ’of these 
long clusters remains elusive. Questions about cluster- 
ing or interspersion of spacer-length variants, and 
intact us. insert-containing repeats, are matters of 
contention and indirect inference (GILLINGS et al. 
1987; WILLIAMS et al. 1987; TERRACOL 1987). Even 
so simple a question as whether the units are in en- 
tirely tandem array, or are present in both polarities 
has not been  resolved.  Each repeating unit is so large 
that at most a few can be cloned  in  any conventional 
vector, and even electron micrographs of nascent 
RNA fibers (LAIRD and CHOOI 1976) can  expose  only 
a few contiguous rDNA genes. Over such short 
stretches, the units appear to be  in tandem, but neither 
molecular nor ultrastructural analyses provide any 
information about whether that is true  throughout. 

Conventional genetic analysis  of the nucleolus or- 
ganizer is also  impractical  because  it depends on  re- 
covery  of recombinants, and  there is very little ex- 
change within heterochromatin (- 1 0-4) (SCHALET 
1972; S. M. WILLIAMS, J. KENNISON, L. G. ROBBINS 
and C. STROBECK, unpublished data). Homologs  with 
nucleolus organizers in  identical  polarity or inverted 
with respect to each other have been examined, but 
the  reported results are contradictory. PALUMBO, 
CAIZZI and RITOSSA (1973) found that exchange is 
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favored when the nucleolus organizers are in the same 
orientation, but MADDERN (1981) found that ex- 
change is equally (in)frequent whether the nucleolus 
organizers are in the same order or are relatively 
inverted. 

As an alternative approach, we can  use Rex (inducer 
of  _Ribosomal exchange, ROBBINS 1981) to ask 
whether the rDNA cistrons are all  in one orientation 
or not. Rex is a potent dominant maternal-effect in- 
ducer of ribosomal gene recombination, generally 
yielding one percent or more exchanges  (ROBBINS 
198 1; SWANSON 1987). Moreover, Rex induces  this 
recombination in a single chromosome so that both 
pairing configurations can  be tested in one back- 
ground with the same target nucleolus organizers. 
Our results  show that ribosomal exchange does not 
require that the nucleolus organizers be  in the same 
orientation. This finding implies that each  nucleolus 
organizer contains both tandem and reverse repeats. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Previous studies designed to determine rDNA po- 
larity by measuring recombination have required use 
of at least  two  test  genotypes: one in  which the hom- 
ologs  have  identically oriented nucleolus organizers, 
and  another in  which  they are inverted. Constructing 
those genotypes  inevitably introduces the possibility 
of differences in genetic background with unknown, 
but potentially severe, effects on  the frequency of an 
already infrequent event. Moreover, there is no assur- 
ance that any  two  homologs,  generally separated in 
their origins by many generations, contain mutually 
recombination-competent nucleolus organizers. Copy 
number of the ribosomal repeats is maintained by 
various  processes;  somatically (compensation, TARTOF 
197 l), in the germ line (magnification, RITOSSA 1968; 
HAWLEY  and TARTOF 1985), and in populations 
(COEN, THODAY and DOVER 1982). Molecular  analysis 
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FIGURE 1 .--<;eneration of fragment  chromosomes bv Rex-in- 
duced  exchange. "Spiral" pairing of ;I chromosonle  duplicated for 
the  nucleolus  organizer is diagrammed.  Rex-mediated  mitotic  re- 
combination  yields  g+-marked  chromosomes  deleted  for a 1 1  of   the 
euchrornatin  between  the two nucleolus  organizers  and  acentric 
rings  containing  the  deleted  material. The fragment  chromosomes 
arc recovcred  as  sons  patroclinous  for  onlyy+ or AS gvnandromorplls 
containing 11orma1 female  tissue  and  g+  male  tissue. 

of  products  of  magnification (TERRACOL 1987) reveals 
major  changes in abundance  of  rDNA variants.  Re- 
striction  polymorphism analysis of spontaneous X-X 
and X-Y crossovers (S. M. WILLIAMS, L. G. RORRINS 
and P. CLUSTER,  unpublished  data)  suggests  that mul- 
tiple interchanges  are involved in the  production  of 
each  recombinant.  Indeed, it is possible that  recom- 
binant  nucleolus  organizers are  constructed  from ele- 
ments  that  are  not  even  contiguous in the  parental 
chromosomes (S. M. WILLIAMS, L. G. RORBINS and P. 
CLUSTER,  unpublished  data). 

Rex was not  detected by recovery  of  interchromo- 
somal  recombination. I t  was detected  because it 
caused  intrachromosomal  recombination in an  at- 
tached-XY chromosome  containing  two  nucleolus or- 
ganizers  (RORRINS  1981).  These  events  occur in off- 
spring of Rex-bearing  females,  generally before S- 
phase  of  the  first  mitotic division. Rex was subse- 
quently  shown  to  cause  intrachromosomal  exchanges, 
at  frequencies in the  range  of 1% to 8%, in a  variety 
of  chromosomes  that  contain  two  separated  nucleolus 
organizers o r  even  two  partial  nucleolus  organizers 
(SWANSON  1987). A typical Rex mating  and  the  event 
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FIGURE 2."Generation o f  inversions bv Rex-induced  exchange. 
"Hairpin"  pairing of  a chromosome  duplicated  for  the  nucleolus 
organizer is diagrammed.  If  chromosomes  can pair in this  manner. 
Rex-induced  exchange in the  nucleolus  organizers will result in 
inversion of  ; d l  of  the material  between  the  sites o f  exchange. 
Testing for production of these  chron1osomes is discussed in the 
text. 

assayed is shown  schematically in Figure 1. T h e  result 
is deletion  of all  material  between the  two  nucleolus 
organizers  of  the  paternally  transmitted  target  chro- 
mosome. T h e  majority  of  these  events,  occurring in 
what  were initially female  zygotes, yield sons  that  carry 
one  intact maternally  derived X chromosome  and a 
fragment  (or Y chromosome if the  target is an  at- 
tached-X)?. A minority are  recovered  as  gynandro- 
morphs  containing  both  normal  female tissue and 
fragment (or )?-bearing  male  tissue. 

I f  nucleolus  organizers can pair in both  orientations, 
however,  the "spiral" exchange  shown in Figure 1 is 
not  the  only  one possible. Pairing in the  opposite 
orientation,  diagrammed in Figure 2, would yield a 
very different  exchange  product.  If  this  "hairpin" 
pairing  can  occur,  the  result is inversion  of the mate- 
rial  between the  two  nucleolus  organizers,  rather  than 
deletion of the  intervening  segment. Do such  ex- 
changes  occur? 

Two  target  chromosomes  were  chosen  for  these 
experiments: Zn( l ) s ~ ~ ~ " ~ s c ~ ~  and Zn( I ) W ' " ' ' ~ ~ W ~ ~ ~ .  Their 
origins, and  structures,  are  diagrammed in Figure 3. 
Both  were  derived  as  ordinary  euchromatic single 
crossovers  between  pairs of inverted  chromosomes 
having  identical (or nearly  identical)  distal  breakpoints 
and proximal  breakpoints to one  or  the  other side  of 
the nucleolus  organizer.  Do  note  the following: the 
two  nucleolus  organizers in each of  these  target  chro- 
mosomes  should  be relatively inverted. If the ribo- 
somal  cistrons  within  each  nucleolus  organizer are all 
in tandem,  only  the  hairpin  event,  and  not  the  spiral 
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FIGURE 3.-Origins and structures of two target chromosomes. 
Two chromosomes duplicated for the nucleolus organizer were 
generated as single crossovers between overlapping inversions. Rel- 
ative orientations of the nucleolus organizers with respect to  the 
centromers, but not necessarily of individual rDNA repeats, are 
indicated by the arrows. 

Y+ NO NO 

event, would occur. Even  if inversion of the nucleolus 
organizers  had  occurred,  as  a  consequence of the 
events that  generated  the  parental inversions or as  a 
result of events  occurring in the  generations since 
then, only one of the two pairing  configurations would 
be possible  if  all cistrons within a nucleolus organizer 
are in one  orientation. Since we are looking for oc- 
currence of both kinds of event in the same chromo- 
some,  neither  genetic  background  nor  prior  reorga- 
nization of the  rDNA can affect the test. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Rex was fortuitously discovered in a deficiency stock being 
used for  other purposes and was subsequently separated 
from the deficiency and mapped proximal to car in  the base 
of the X chromosome (ROBBINS 1981). Its only defined 
phenotype is dominant maternal-effect induction of ribo- 
somal gene recombination (SWANSON 1987). It has no effect 
on euchromatic meiotic recombination (ROBBINS 1981), but 
it may promote rnagnification-like events in females (S. 
HAWLEY, personal communication). 
In( l )sc4,  Zn( Z)s?I, Zn( 1 )wm4, In( Z)Y“ ‘~ ’~ ,  and their single- 

crossover derivatives In( 1 ) s c ~ I ~ ~ c ~ ~  and In( Z ) W ” ” 1 b L ~ m 4 R  are 
described in LINDSLEY and ZIMM (1987). Dp(l;Z)s?’sc4 and 
Dp( Z ; ~ ) W ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~  are Rex-generated reinversions, reported 
here, of the  corresponding inverted chromosomes. All other 
mutants referred to here are used  only as markers for 

following chromosomes from generation to generation and 
are described in LINDSLEY and GRELL ( 1  968). 

All matings were carried out at 25”  on cornmeal, molasses 
and brewer’s yeast medium. 

RESULTS 

The mating schemes are shown in Figure 4. The 
initial matings were directly scored  for  “spiral” ex- 
change  products, and virgin F1 females were collected 
and tested for  “hairpin”  exchange  products. Detection 
of the “spiral”  event is straightforward: only the  target 
chromosome  carries y+, and all others  are  marked 
with y. As a  result,  a  fragment-bearing male or gyn- 
andromorph is phenotypically distinct. It will be y+, 
but will not have any of the  other markers  carried by 
the  target  chromosome. 

“Hairpin”  exchange, however, inverts  the material 
between the two nucleolus organizers and yields 
daughters  that  are phenotypically identical to their 
regular sisters. These inverted  chromosomes can only 
be distinguished from  the  starting  chromosomes by 
following their behavior for  another  generation. For 
these  target  chromosomes, which are inverted to be- 
gin with, the  “hairpin” exchange  products are normal- 
sequence  chromosomes,  denoted Dp( 1 ;I )scs’sc4 and 
Dp( I; I )wrn51bwrn4, carrying  a duplication of rDNA  and 
some surrounding  heterochromatin at sc ( 1 B3-4) or a 
duplication of only rDNA  at w (3C1-2). 

The target  inverted  chromosomes can not yield any 
single-crossover products in the next  generation, al- 
though  the occasional double crossovers with one 
crossover proximal to  the  marked region(s) would be 
scored as single crossovers. “Hairpin”  exchange  prod- 
ucts, now  in normal order, will yield a high proportion 
of single crossovers. For the Zn( I ) ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~  experiment, 
recombination was scored in both sons and  daughters. 
In  the Zn( 1 ) w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~  experiment,  recombination was 
scored only in sons, but  the  paternal  markers allowed 
an additional  criterion to be used. Matings of females 
heterozygous for an inversion yield frequent patrocli- 
nous sons as the result of 4-strand  double  exchange 
(STURTEVANT and BEADLE 1936). Females carrying  a 
reinverted  (normal  sequence)  chromosome will  yield 
only the  rare patroclinous males that result from 
nondisjunction. 

The results of the first generation of mating, in 
which the  products of “spiral” exchange are detected, 
are shown in Table 1. Although this pairing configu- 
ration places the duplicated nucleolus organizers in 
opposite orientation,  both  chromosomes can pair in 
this manner  and yield y+ fragments.  About % are 
recovered  as y+ males and ‘13 are recovered as gynan- 
dromorphs. The two In( I )wrn”DLwm4n chromosomes 
tested were constructed several years apart  from dif- 
ferent  starting stocks of the two inversions, but gave 
statistically indistinguishable responses (contingency 
test, x‘ = 0.11,  1 d-f., 0.5 < P < 0.8). The threefold 
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FIGURE 4.-Mating schemes used for  detecting products of “spiral” and “hairpin” exchange. Rex females were crossed to males carrying 
either In( I ) s P s c ‘ ~  or Zn( I)Wm3’6Lw”4R. Rex-induced mitotic events occur in a minority of the FI female zygotes. The fragment  products of 
“spiral” exchange are directly detected in the FI.  The normal-sequence duplication products of “hairpin” exchange are distinguished from 
their nonexchange sisters by crossing the F1 females and scoring for single-crossovers among  their progeny. 

TABLE 1 

“Spiral” exchange events in two target X chromosomes 

Regular 
Paternal X chro- 

X nondisjunction 
Fragment 

mosome Females Males Females Males  males Gynandromorphs  exchange 
Percent 

In( I ) S C S ’ S C 4  * 3166 3151 2  9 53 21 2.28 

(A)” 2567 2624 3 6 15  4 0.73 
(B) 1678 1656 2 9 6 5 0.65 

In( I )wmr ’b~n4  

From SWANSON (1987). 
Homozygous Rex females were crossed to males bearing the indicated target chromosomes. The percent exchange is calculated as: 

(fragment-bearing males + gynandromorphs)/(regular females + fragment-bearing males + g nandromorphs). The Zn(I)s2’sc4 cross was 
contemporaneous with the cross  used to detect  “hairpin” events (Table  2),  but  the Zn(I)~”’~’~w’”’data (cross A) taken from SWANSON (1987) 
was not. A new Zn(1)wm”4wm4 chromosome was therefore constructed and tested for  generation of fragments (cross B) contemporaneously 
with screening for re-inversions. The results of the two crosses are homogeneous. 

higher response of Zn(1)s~’Lsc4R is significantly differ- saic  in this screen  depends on whether its entire  germ 
ent  from  that of the  other  target (contingency test, x* line is included in the reinversion bearing  sector, is 
= 33.9, 1 d.f., P <  0.001). excluded  from that sector or is split by the plane of 

The criteria  for  detection of “hairpin”  exchange mosaicism. The data  for  the  reinverted chromosomes, 
products are quantitative rather than-qualitative. in  
general,  complete  progenies were not  counted  for 
each of the females tested.  Instead, crosses were dis- 
carded as nonexchange whenever the paucity of cross- 
overs  indicated  that the  data were outside the 99% 
(cumulative binomial) confidence limit for  a  normal- 
sequence  chromosome.  “Hairpin”  exchanges  might 
also  yield  mosaics. The likelihood of detecting  a mo- 

and  for samples of the nonexchange  chromosomes, 
are shown in Tables 2 and 3. T o  be  sure  that  these 
are indeed  normal  sequence  chromosomes, and in 
hopes of detecting mosaic gonads, three  to  ten inde- 
pendent stocks of each putative  reinverted  chromo- 
some were established starting with single non-cross- 
over males from  the test generation. All  of the sublines 
from each putative Dp( I ;  1 )scs”sc4 chromosome were 
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TABLE 2 

Recombination  data for Dp(l;l)scS'sc4 and ln(l)sc?'sc' 
chromosomes 

Xchrornosome  Line No. NCO CO Map  length 

Dp( I ; l)scs'scf 53  49 44  47 
108  73  44  38 
128  73  49 40 
230 64  43 40 
708  10  11  52 
744 20 21 51 

In( I )sP'sc' 107  52 2  4 
325  53 1  2 
462 56 1 2 
619  39 4 9 
726 24 1  4 
918  48 0 0 

Recombination in a region spanning most of the length of the X 
chromosome was scored as shown  in Figure 4. Apparent single 
crossovers in the inversion chromosomes are double crossovers with 
one event outside the marked region,  but are counted as single 
crossovers in calculating map length. Map length is calculated as: 
(CO X lOO)/(CO + NCO). Line numbers are arbitrary  record- 
keeping entries. CO = crossover; NCO = noncrossover. 

mogeneous  with  each  yielding normal map  lengths 
and few patroclinous males.  Of the  four potential 
Dp( I; I ) W ~ ~ ~ W " ~ : I ~ (  ~ ) w ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~  mosaics,  however, one 
yielded  only normal sequence Dp(1; l  )wmSlbwm4 chro- 
mosomes  in the small  sample  of  sublines, and  three 
failed to yield  any reinverted chromosomes. 

These tests  of F1 females for presence of the original 
inversion or the reinverted product of "hairpin" ex- 
change are summarized  in Table 4. Both target chro- 
mosomes  yield reinverted products as  well  as frag- 
ments. Indeed,  the Rex responses  of the two chromo- 
somes  in  this situation are indistinguishable. There is 
not significant difference in the  rate of "spiral" and 
"hairpin" exchanges for In( l ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ,  whether pos- 
sible  mosaics and gynandromorphs are used for the 
comparison or not. The frequency of reverse-orien- 
tation exchanges  of In( l ) s ~ ~ ' ~ s c ~ ~ ,  however, is signifi- 
cantly higher than the frequency of "hairpin" ex- 
changes, whether the gynandromorphs are included 
in the calculation (x2 = 11.74, 1 d.f., P C 0.005) or 
not (x' = 5.94, 1 d.f., 0.05 > P > 0.01). 

homogeneous, confirming the re-inversion and giving DISCUSSION 

no indication of  mosaicism. The sublines from puta- The relatively  high frequency of  Rex-mediated  ri- 
tive Dp( 1; 1 )wmS1*wm4-bearing  females were also  ho- bosomal gene recombination makes it feasible to 

TABLE 3 

Recombination  data for Dp(l;l)w"'bW" and Zn(l)w"'bw" chromosomes 

sco DCO 

X chromosome  Line No. NCO ycu N-u v-f m u  
yzv  yzv m-u Map  Patroclinous 

u-f u-f length  males 

D p ( l ; I ) ~ ~ ' * ' w ' ' ' ~  2-36 
3-4 

11-7 
12-26 
14-40 
16-66 
17-44 
19-23 
21-5 
21-18 

Mosaic? 6-60" 
2-39' 
4-56' 

13-64' 

In(l )w~"~w''" 1-10 
1-20 
1-30 
1-40 
1-50 
1-60 

28 2 10 14 0 
40 2 10 23 0 
54 3 10 15 0 
49 3  7 22 0 
52 0 11 21 0 
41 0 9 12 0 
42 1 13 13 0 
42 1 12 20 0 
31 2 14 15 0 
43 1 16 19 0 

34 1  6 4 0 
33 0 2 4 0 
53 1 2 6 0 
62 I 4 5 0 

74 0 0 1 0 
83 0 1 0 0 

104 0 0 1 0 
88 2 1 0 0 
95 0 0 0 0 
49 0 0 0 0 

0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
2 
0 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
I 
5 
0 
2 
2 
0 
1 

0 
2 
2 
3 

1 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 

51 
51 
36 
43 
51 
34 
44 
48 
50 
48 

24 
24 
26 
21 

4 
1 
3 
5 
4 
4 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
4 
1 

1 
5 
2 
5 
1 
1 

a Five  single-fly isolates were all Dp(l;lfw'""'w^' upon retest. 

Recombination in three regions spanning most of the length  of the X chromosome was scored as shown  in Figure 4. Apparent single 
crossovers in the inversion chromosomes are double crossovers with one event outside the marked regions, but were counted as single 
crossovers in calculating map length. Map length is calculated as: 

Five  single-fly isolates from lines 2-39 and 4-56 and four  from line 13-64 were all ln(l)wm"bw~f upon retest. 

6 C O  + 2xDCO) X 100 
NCO + SCO + DCO ' 

Line numbers are arbitrary record-keeping entries. NCO, SCO, DCO = non-, single and double crossover. 
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TABLE 4 would seem to contain  roughly  equal  numbers of 

“Hairpin” exchange events in two target X chromosomes 

Paternal X chro- F, females 
mosome  tested  Inverted  sequence  mosaics  change 

Normal  Possible  Percent ex- 

In( I)sCs’sc‘ 1000 994 6 0 0.60 
I ~ ( ~ ) W ’ ” ~ ’ ~ U ” ~ ( B )  1780  1769 10 4” 0.56-0.7gb 

Single-fly  isolates of one of these  were all normal  sequence,  and 
sin le fly isolates of  the  other  three  were all inverted. 

‘The  two  values  shown  were  calculated  excluding  or  including 
the  possible  mosaics. 

F1 females  from  the  same  crosses  that  generated  the data in 
Table 1 were  crossed  as  shown in Figure  4 to test  for  reinversion 
of the  target  chromosomes. T h e  comparable  rates of  “spiral”  events 
were  2.28%  for In(l)s2’sc4 and  0.7%  for Zn(l~“5’bw”‘.  

screen for  exchange  products such as inversions. It 
has been used here  to decide  whether two nucleolus 
organizers can pair in both same and opposite orien- 
tations. For  both of the  target chromosomes  tested 
the answer is  yes. The simplest interpretation of this 
result is that  the two nucleolus organizers of each of 
these chromosomes contain  repeat  units  that are in 
reversed as well as tandem  orientation. Alternatively, 
one could posit that  short  reverse  repeats  internal to 
the  rDNA cistrons or  the nontranscribed spacers 
could be sufficient to explain the  occurrence of both 
classes  of exchange. The different responses of the 
two target  chromosomes  tested, and  the different 
frequencies of “hairpin”  and “spiral”  exchange  for 
In( I )sc”~sc‘~, however, suggest that  the ability to as- 
sume  both  pairing  configurations is a reflection of 
large scale, rather  than intracistronic  organization. 

Not only does Rex increase the  frequency of ex- 
change; it  also  allows  use  of a single chromosome as 
the equivalent of two homologs. Thus,  both classes  of 
exchange  event can be  studied at  the same time.  What 
was perceived as a desirable precaution in designing 
this experiment, is reinforced by its results. The dif- 
ferences seen in the behaviors of In( I ) S C ~ I ~ S C ‘ ~  and 
In( I ) w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~  imply the apparently equivalent chro- 
mosomes may not have equivalent nucleolus organiz- 
ers. Both of these  chromosomes  contain nearly com- 
plete duplications of the  rDNA  (HILLIKER, APPELS 
and SCHALET 1980)  and in both  the two nucleolus 
organizers  should  be in reversed  orientation. Never- 
theless, In( 1 ) S C ~ ’ ~ S C ‘ ~  is more sensitive to Rex and yields 
an excess  of “spiral”  exchange events. The difference 
in  sensitivity  of the two chromosomes could reflect 
background  differences,  although the identical re- 
sponses of two separately derived In( I ) w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~  
chromosomes would argue against this. The disparity 
between the two configurations  for In( I ) S C ~ I ~ S C ~ ~ ,  

however, occurring in the same genotype at  the same 
generation, can not be explained  as  a  background 
effect. Taken  together, these results suggest that  nu- 
cleolus organizers  differ  not only in spacer length and 
insert variants, but in overall organization as well. 
The nucleolus organizers of In( 1 )wm51b and In( I )wm4 

cistrons in both polarities. In  contrast, at least one of 
the nucleolus organizers of In( I)scsl  and In( l ) sc4  
would seem to contain  a  preponderance of tandem 
repeats. Alternatively, if only certain  repeat classes 
undergo Rex-induced exchange,  the  observed  differ- 
ences would reflect organizational  differences of those 
classes rather  than of all rDNA  repeats. 

Rex-induced exchange avoids problems of measur- 
ing  exchange  frequencies in different crosses with 
undefined dissimilarity between different pairs of 
homologs. The products of Rex-induced “hairpin” ex- 
change  should also  allow detailed  examination of or- 
ganization within the  rDNA. Normally, only one 
product of recombination between homologs is re- 
covered. Rex-induced “hairpin”  exchange,  however, 
yields a  chromosome that contains both of the ex- 
change  products. These products  provide the mitotic 
equivalent of a  complete tetrad, with the same power 
for  defining the recombination process that meiotic 
tetrad analysis  gives. Phenotypic and molecular analy- 
sis  of the  ends of the  reinverted  (duplication)  chro- 
mosomes is presently underway and should  provide 
telling information about organization of the parental 
nucleolus organizers, the  structure of the Rex target 
and  the  nature of the Rex-mediated recombination 
event. 

Can Rex provide  a  general  recombination probe of 
rDNA  organization? Both target  chromosomes used 
in this study were inverted. That is not  a  requirement 
for Rex sensitivity, however. Both normal-sequence 
(ROBBINS 1981)  and  inverted (SWANSON 1987)  at- 
tached-XY chromosomes yield detachments. With pro- 
duction of normal  sequence X chromosomes, the 
Dp( I; I )scs’sc4 and Dp( 1; I ) w ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~  chromosomes  re- 
ported  here, we now have substrates available in  which 
any rDNA  region can be  substituted and analyzed by 
Rex-mediated recombination.  R. RASOOLY is presently 
exploiting this to analyze the  rDNA of the Rex chro- 
mosome itself. She has shown that  both  a Dp( I; 
I ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~  chromosome, and  one in  which the  centric 
region of a Rex chromosome has been substituted yield 
fragments on exposure  to Rex. The Rex-substituted 
duplication chromosome also yields “hairpin”  changes 
from  normal to inverted  sequence. The same strategy 
should  be applicable to analysis  of naturally occurring 
rDNA variants and  the  products of magnification as 
well. The result will be maps of both  phenotypic and 
molecular markers within the nucleolus organizer. 

- .  . 
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